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Pole assignability for projective systems is defined, and rings with the property that all 
reachable projective systems are pole assignable (called pole-assignable rings) are character- 
ized. This characterization is used to show that &Noetherian domains with ~-dimension equal to 
one and (0) a j-prime. are pole-assignable rings. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we obtain several new results on the pole assignability problem for 
linear systems over rings, a problem that has recently attracted considerable 
attention ]l-4,9]. 
A (free) linear system over a commutative ring R can be defined as a pair of 
matrices (F, G), F rz x n, G a x m, with entries in R. A more general class of 
linear systems over R is defined, namely projective systems where F and G are 
taken to be homomorphisms between finitely generated projective ~-modules, 
and a theory is developed for such systems over an arbitrary commutative ring 
with identity (see atso [9]). We obtain a characterization of those rings for which 
every reachable system is pole assignable. A similar result was recently obtained 
(by using an entirely different argument) by Hautus and Sontag 191. 
We then use our characterization of pole-assignable rings, in conjunction with 
results of Eisenbud and Evans, to show that j-Noetherian domains oft-dimension 
one and with (0) a j-prime, are pole assignable. In particular, one-dimensional 
Noetherian domains are pole assignable. This extends a previous result of Hautus 
and Sontag that Dedekind domains are pole assignable. Also, domains with the 
property that every nonzero element belongs to finitely many maximal ideals are 
pole assignable. 
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2. Preliminaries and notation 
Let R be a commutative ring with identity, and let A, B, C and D be 
R-modules. Given R-homomorphisms F: A + C, G : B-a C, H : A + D, 
K : B+ D, we denote the natural maps A @ B+ C, A -+ C @ D and 
A@B-+C@D by [FG], [$I and [ jTj g] respectively. Composition of maps, 
when defined, is given by ‘block matrix multiplication.’ 
A system over R is a pair of R-homomorphisms (F, G) with G: I.J+ X, 
F : X-+ X, where U and X are both finitely generated projective R-modules. We 
shall only consider the case where the spectrum of R is connected, in which case 
X is of constant rank. If the spectrum is not connected, but has finitely many 
components, we can reduce to the above-mentioned situation by working on 
connected components. 
A system (F, G), with X of rank IE, is called reachable if the map [G: FG: * . - : 
F”mm’G] : @,, U-+ X is surjective. 
We recall that a free system (F, G), where we can regard F and G as n X n and 
n x m matrices over R respectively, is pole assignable if, given any A,, . . . , A, in 
R, there exists an nz x IZ matrix X such that the characte~st~c polynomial 
chp(F + GK) = (z - Ar)(z - h2) . . . (z - A,). To extend this definition to projec- 
tive systems we need the concept of a determinant of an endomorphism of a 
finitely generated projective R-module. The theory of such determinants is 
developed in [13]. 
A (projective) system (F, G), with lo: X + X and G : U-t X, is called pole 
assignable if, for any A,, . . . , A, E R, n = rank X, there exists an R-homomor- 
phism K:X-+ U such that chp(F + GK) = (z - A,)(z - A,) . . . (t - A,). It is well 
known that for free systems, reachabiIity of (F, G) is necessary for the pole 
assignability of (I;, G), and it is straightforward also to extend this result to 
projective systems. 
Finally, a ring R is called pole assignable (PA) if every reachable (projective) 
system over R is pole assignable, and R is called free pole assignable (PAF) if 
every reachable free system (i.e. if U and X are both free) over R is pole 
assignable. 
The above concepts are also defined in [9]. 
If finitely generated projectives over R are free, then the two concepts 
obviously coincide, and therefore elementary divisor domains and semi-local rings 
that are known to be PAF are also PA. 
3. A characterization of poie assignable rings 
In this section we give a characterization of PA rings. We need the following 
lemmas: 
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Lemma 3.1. Suppose that G : U -+X is an R~homomorph~sm and that X= 
X, @ X2, with X2 projective and ~ontu~ned in Lm G. Then there is a decomposition 
U = U, 03 U, such thut there is an isomorphism G, : U,+ X2 and a map 
G, : U, -+ X, such that fur every (ul, ~2) E u, @ U,, G(u,, u,) = (G,(u,), Gz(ud), 
that is G=[: &]. 
The proof is left to the reader. 
Lemma 3.2. Let (F, G) be a reachable projective system with state space X and 
input space U. Suppose that X = X, 63 X2, U = U, 03 U, and that the corresponding 
decompositions of F and G are of the form 
with G, an isomorph~sm~ Then (F,, [r’, G,]) is a reachable system wits state space 
X, and input space X2 @ U,. 
Proof. The result is an extension of 17, Lemma l] and the proof is similar. El 
We are now ready to prove our main result. 
Theorem 3.3 (Compare with [9, Theorem A] and [4, Theorem I]). Let R be any 
commutative ring. ThePz the following are e~~~va~e~t~ 
(i) R is PA; 
(ii) For every reachable system (F, G) over R the poles 0 and 1 can be assigned 
to (F> G); 
(iii) For every reachable system (F, G) over R we have the state space X = 
X, EB X2, where X2 is projective of rank one and contained in Im G; 
(iv) For every reachable system (F, G) over R, G is of the form [ :’ 21, where 
(Y : U, -+ X2 is an isomorphism and U, and X2 are rank one projective summands of 
U and X respectively. 
Proof. (i) 3 (ii). The proof is trivial. 
(ii)=$(iii). S p u pose that (F, G) is reachable. Then we can find a map 
K: X-+ U such that 
(z - 1)” = chp(F + GK) 
= det(z - (F + GK) 8~ l,,,,) . 
It follows that det(F + GK) is a unit, and thus, F + GK is an automorphism. 
The proof is now an easy modification of the proof of [l, Proposition I]. 
(iii) $ (iv). The proof follows directly from Lemma 3.1. 
(iv)+(i). Let (F, G) b e any reachable projective system with state space X of 
rank n, and suppose that h,, _ . . , A, E R are given. 
We observe that, from Lemma 3.2 and our hypothesis, it follows that X is a 
direct sum of rank one projectives. There exists a map a! :X+ X with chp(cu) = 
(z - X,)(z - h2). . . (z - A,,). W e h ave to show that there exists a map K : X+ U 
such that F + GK = IY. The proof is similar to the proof that principal ideal 
domains are PA in 171. Cl 
Recall that for a projective R-module P, u E P is called unimodular if R = 
((f(u) : f E hom,(P, R)}) . Thus u E P is unimodular if and only if it generates a 
direct summand of P that is isomorphic to R. If u = (u,, . . . , u,,) E R”, then u is 
unimodular if and only if there exists rl, . . . , Y, such that -Crivi = 1. 
The next result provides a converse to [l, Proposition 11. It follows from the 
fact that if rank one projectives over R are free, then (iii) implies that stably free 
modules over R are free 191. 
Corollary 3.4 (cf. also [3, Theorem 31). Suppose that R is a ring for which rank 
one proj~ctives are free. The ring R is PAP if and only if for every reachable free 
system (F, G), Im G contains a unimodular element of the state space. R is PA if 
and only if for every reachable projective system (F, G), Im G contains a unimodu- 
lar element of the state space. Ci 
By observing that any finitely generated projective module X of constant rank 
over a ring R is the state space of a reachable projective system (l,, lx), we 
obtain 
Corollary 3.5 (Hautus and Sontag [9, Corollary 121). Zf a ring R is PA, then every 
finitely generated projective R-module of constant rank is a direct sum of rank one 
projectives. q 
Thus, the coordinate ring of the n-sphere (n 2 3) is not PA (compare with the 
remarks in Section 4). 
We conclude this section with a result that extends a well-known result for free 
systems. 
Theorem 3.6. Let R be a ring and (F, G) a reachable system with the input space U 
projective of rank one and the state space X a finitely generated projective 
R-module of rank n. Then the system (F, G) is pole assignable. 
Proof. Since (F, G) is reachable, the map cp = [G: . . . FG: -. - : F”-‘G]: 
$, U+ X is a surjection of rank II projectives, hence an isomorphism and 
X=emX,, with X,=Im I;‘-‘G. 
We now prove the theorem, by induction on FZ. The case II = 1 is trivial. 
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Suppose that the result holds for systems with state space of rank IZ - 1. Since we 
have G : U-+ X, CB(@:=, X,), we may write G = [i, 1, where g, : U + X, is an 
isomorphism and the proof can now be completed by using a similar argument as 
that in Theorem 3.3, (iv)+(i). 0 
4. Pole assignability of domains of low j-dimension 
In this section we combine our characterization of PA rings with some results of 
Eisenbud and Evans to prove our main results. We refer the reader to [6] for the 
necessary background and notation. 
We note that a basic submodule A’ of a module A is called non-degenerate in 
[9]. We also observe that if A is free and G is a matrix whose columns generate 
A’, then the content of G, that is, the ideal generated by its entries, is R. 
Thus, in our notation, [9, Lemma 61 states that if (F, G) is a reachable system, 
then Im G is a basic submodule of the state space X. 
The converse of the above result is not true in general. Let P and L be 
projective R-modules such that L is a direct summand of P. Assume further that 
rank L = 1 and that PIL, is indecomposable. If rank P = n > 2 and G is the 
projection P+ L, then the existence of F: P+ P such that (F, G) is reachable 
implies that P is spanned by L, FL, . . . , F”-‘L. Since rank P = n and rank L = 1, 
P is locally the direct sum of L, FL,. , F”-‘L, and thus P = 
L03FL@...@F”~‘L. But then PIL-FL@.. . CT3 F”-‘L, which is impossible as 
P/L was assumed to be indecomposable. Im G is clearly basic. 
Let us give a specific example of the situation described above. Let 7 be the 
tangent bundle of the n-sphere S”, n # 1. According to a theorem by Swan [15], 7 
can be considered to be a projective module over C(S”), the ring of continuous 
real valued functions on S”. Take P = 8 ‘43 7, where 8 is the trivial line bundle, and 
L = 6 in the discussion above. The fact that 7 is indecomposable is well known, cf. 
[141. 
Theorem 4.1. If R is a j-Noetherian ring of j-dimension zero, then R is PA. 
Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 3.3 and [6, Theorem A]. 0 
Semi-local rings obviously satisfy the hypothesis of the theorem; thus the 
well-known fact that these rings are PA also follows from this theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. Let R be a j-Noetherian domain with quotient field Q and with 
j-dimension 1 and (0) a j-prime. Let P be a finitely generated projective module, 
and suppose that B is a finitely generated basic submodule of P. Then B contains a 
rank one projective summand of P. 
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Proof. We want to apply [6, Theorem A] and are therefore interested in 
j-dim p + 1 for j-primes p. If p is a maximal ideal, then j-dim n + 1 = 1 while 
j-dim (0) + 1 = 2. 
Since B is basic in P, B is one-fold basic in P for every maximal ideal of R. If 
dim(B C3 Q) L 2, w h ere Q is the quotient field of R, then 
@$O)> (P&,,) = dim(PIB C3 Q) = dim(P@ Q) - dim(B C3 Q) 
+(&,> P,,,) - 2 3 
and B is two-fold basic in P at (0). By the Eisenbud-Evans Theorem, B contains 
a basic element of P and hence a free rank one summand of P. 
Thus we only have to consider the case when dim(B 8 Q) = 1. We claim that, 
in this case, B is a projective rank one summand of P. 
Since P@ P’ is free, for some P’ and B 690 is basic in P@ P’, we may assume, 
without loss of generality, that P = R”. We can find a matrix G: R”-+ R” such 
that Im G = B. We show that 
(i) content(G) = R, 
(ii) all 2 x 2 minors of G are zero. 
From the remarks in the beginning of this section, we obtain (i). 
To prove (ii) we observe that, as all 2 X 2 minors of G are zero at (0), the same 
must hold for G globally. Hence, by [6, Lemma 1.41, Im G(= B) is a projective 
rank one summand of R”. 0 
Corollary 4.3. If R is a Noetherian domain of dimension one, then R is PA. 0 
This includes, for example, Dedekind domains, which were first proved to be 
PA in [9]. Other one-dimensional Noetherian domains include coordinate rings of 
irreducible singular curves such as K[X, Y] /(X3 - X2 + Y’), (with K an algebrai- 
cally closed field) and domains such as Z(fi). 
Corollary 4.4. If R is a domain with the property that each nonzero element 
belongs to finitely many maximal ideals, then R is PA. 0 
This result was stated in [2] with a reference to [12] under the additional 
hypothesis that R is Prufer. 
We observe that although the j-dimension obviously plays an important role in 
determining whether or not a ring is PA, it is not conclusive-there are elemen- 
tary divisor domains (which are PA) with arbitrary j-dimension [lo]. 
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